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Log space reducibility allows a meaningful study of complexity and completeness for the class 
4p of problems solvable in polynomial time (as a function of problem size). If any one complete 
problem for 9’ is recognizable in iog” (n) space (for a fixed k ), or requires at least nc space 
(where c depends upon the program), then all complete problems in 9 have the same property. 
A variety of familiar problems are shown complete for g, including context-free emptiness, 
infinirenrtss and membership, establishing inconsistency of propositional formulas by 
res&rtion, deciding whether a player in a two-person game has a winning strategy, 




The results of Cook and Karp [3,9] aroused considerable interest for at least two 
reasons. First. the answer to a long-standing open question which had seemed 
peculiar to automata theory-whether deterministic and zondeterministic 
polynomial-time-bounded Turing machines are equivalent In power - was seen to 
be exal*tly equivalent to determining whether any of a wide variety of familiar 
combinatorial problems can be solved by polynomial-time algorithms. Second, the 
existence of complete problems for JVP’ made it possible to replace a question 
about an entire class of problems by a question about a single representative. Thus 
all of these combinatorial and automata-theoretic problems are essentially r’?state- 
ments of a single problem, such as: “can satisfiability of a propositional formula be 
decided in polynomial time?” 
Another long-standing open question is the relation between time and space- 
bounded computation. In particular a machine operating in time 77. l ) aiso 
has space T( .) available for computation; but it is not known whethe! such a 
in general be replaced by one which operates in the much smaller 
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time. Any such language has t&t: l;~?%,. %** Zlat if it is recognizable in space log&(. ), 
then {query language in g is SC) recognri%&‘& Thus a problem complete for 9 will 
serve to differentiate those : -& tit! :@ t&ish are not recognizable in logarithmic 
space from those which are, pro?~ic%g such differentiation is possible. A problem 
with these properties was first presented by Cook in [4], concerning solvable path 
systems. 
The reducibility used herein is the log space reducibility of [8], which is a 
many-one reducibility as used by Karp, rather than the Turing reducibility of Cook. 
The first author, and Stockmeyer and Meyer independently observed that the 
reductions in [9] and [3] were all of this type, which is a refinement of polynomiai’ 
time reducibility. Clearly such a refinement is necessary in order to study 
completeness in 9, for all problems in 9 are equivalent with respect o unrestricted 
polynomial time reducibility. 
Full proofs that the various constructions below can be carried out in log space 
will not be given; the details are tedious but straightforward. An appropiate set of 
tools for doing such cons ructions is provided in the elegant characterization of
log-space computable functions provided by Lind and Meyer [lo]. In fact it appears 
that the constructions given herein are also expressible by log-rudimentary 
iunctions, a.n even more restricted class defined in [8]. 
2. Turing mat ine and reducibility definitions 
By a Turing machine we mean a device with a finite-state control, a two-way 
read-only input tape with endmarkers, and a single two-way read-write work tape, 
which halts whenever it enters a final, or accepting, state. The machine is assumed 
to be deterministic unless otherwise CT ,+it”i~d; detailed definitions may be found 
in [7]. 
Throughout his paper C will denote an alphabet with at least two symbols, and 
S( l ) and T( 0) will denote nonzero functions on the natural numbers not smaller 
than the function log{ 0). Let 2 be a Turing machine with a read-only two-way 
input tape, and a separate read/write work tape. By definition 2 operates in space 
S( l > iti, whenever it is started with any x E s* on its input tape, it will never scan 
more than S(l x 1) symbols on its work tape (where 1 x 1 denotes the number of 
symbols in x). 1~ addition we require that Z halts for all inputs. The class 
DSPACE(S) is defined to be the collection of all languages which are recognizable 
by deterministic Turing machines which operate in space S( 0); NSPACE(S) is 
defined analogously for nondeterministic Turing machines. 
Similarly, a one-tape Turing machine 2 operates in time T( l ) iff, given any input 
x E z*, it will make no more than r(l x I) transitions. DTIME( T) and N (T) 
re the classes of languages recog ized by deterministic and nondeterministic 
ectively, whit 
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Language classes of particular interest are t 
2’ = DSPACE (log( l )), Zfk = DSPA~CE (logk ( l )), 
9 = fi DTIME(n’), JV~’ = 5 NTIME(n’). 
i=l i=l 
(By log&( l ) we mean the function hn(log n)’ ; note that the cbasses 9 and &*g 
remain the same if defined by Turing machines with only a single tape.) 
Let f : 1c * -+ 2C* be a function. We define f( l ) to be computable in space s( l ) if 
and only if there is a Turing maching, 2, as in the definition of DSPACE(3) but 
additionally equipped with a write-o ly one-way output tape, such that if Z is given 
any input x E 2*, 2 will eventually halt with f(x) on its output tape, having 
scanned no more than S(l x I) work tape symbols. 
Let L, L’ c-2 *_ L is (log space) reducible to 1 ’ (written L < L ‘) if and only if 
there is a log( . )-space computable function f : 2” -+ C * such that Vx E C * 
(x E L @ f(x) E L’). A language L C c* is complete for a class of languages % 




iff LE% and I,‘< E implies L ’ E (8, for any languages L, L’ C 2 *. 
The reducibility relation s is reflexive and transitive. 
9, Zk, 9 and JYY are closed under reducibility. 
Zf L E 2Ek is complete for 9, then 9 C .Yk. (This result is implicit in [4].) 
Proofs. Lemma 1 is Theorem 2 of [8]. The closure of 9 and Zk under reducibility 
follows from Lemma 3 of [8]; the proof method of that lemma also yields the 
&sure of 9 and JV~ under reducibility. Now let L’ E P be arbitrary, and let 
L E ~5’~ be complete for 9. Then .I,‘< L by definition, and so L’E .Yk by Lemma 
2. CI 
Lemma 3 is of interest chiefly because of the well-known conjecture that 9 C 9’. 
ears to these writers that the following conjecture is at least as likely. 
Zf L is any complete set for 9, there is a constant c > 0 such that L is 
not h DSPACE( n ’ ). 
C:carly if one set complete for 9 has this property, then all complete sets will 
(although each will have its characteristic value of c). 
lf L C 2 * is complete for 9, then * - L is aiso complete for 9. 
I% N.D. Jones, W.T. Lamer 
As!;ume L G 2$* is complete for p. Th 
arbitrary L ‘, L’G $P implies Z*- 
L. But z:*- L’ < L immediately implies L ’ 
y in 9. Now for 
L tzy completeness of
bl.Xb S 
We now list the problems to be shown complete for 5? and give necessarv 
definitions of terminology. 
UNIT [I] 
Given: A propositional formula 9 in conjunctive normal form. 
TO determine: Whether the empty clause 0 (indicating a contradictfon) may 
be deduced from 9 by unit resolution. [Definition. If clauses F and G have * 
theformsF=A\~B1v...v&andG= -AvClv...vC’&theresoiuentof 
F and G is 3,v...vB,vCtv... v C,. This is called the unit resohent in 
case m = 0 or n = 0. A deduction by (unit) resolution from 9 is a sequence 
F,, Fz, 9 0 l , Fp in which each fi is either a clause from 9, or follows from two 
earlier clauses by [unit) resolution. (A clause is considered as an unordered 
set of variables or their complements; resolution is commutative by 
definition.)] 
GEN 
Ghen: A set X, a binary operation l on X, a subset S c X, and an element 
x E x. 
TO determine: Whether x is contained in the smallest subset of 
contains S and is closed under l . 
which 
BATH (Cook [2]) 
, s, T) (3 c A-, T c 
‘C3 deterAle : ether there is an admissible node in S, [ 
such &at (x., y, t> E 
Given : A context-free grammar 
defeimine : hether L(G) = 0. 
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context-free grammar 13 = (N, 7, S) and x E 7”. 
TO determine: Whether S $ x. 
M 
yer game 9 = (Pi, P2, Wo, s, M). 
To determine : hether s is a ~i.rning position for the first player. 
[Definition. A two-player game is a 5tuple (P,, P2, Wo, s, M) with P, n 
Pz=fl, W&PIUPz,sEPr,and _ C PI X P2 U P2 X Pt. Informally, PI (or 
P2) is the set of positions in which it is player one’s (or p1ayc.L two’s) turn to 
move, W. denotes the set of positions in which player one has an immediate 
win, and s is the starting position. defines the set of allowable moves.,. if 
(p, q) E M and p E PI (or P2) then player one (or two) may move frclm 
position p to position q in a single step. A position x is winning for player 
one iff x is in Wo, or x E P, and (x, y) E kf for some winning position y, or 
r E P3 and y is winning for el.rery move (x, y) in M.] -* 
mess of t lems 
If P( l ) is a predicate and C(x) is a formula containing x, the notation V fix) C(X) 
serves to abbreviate to the formula C(x,) v C(x,) v. . . v C(x,), where 
( x1, x2, ’ l ‘, x, b l= (x 1 P(x) is true}. A RX) C(x) is used similarly for C(x,) A. . . A C(x,). 
Ee a 6. UNIT is in S? 
roof. To show that UNITE g, we consider the following algorithm to test 
membership in UNIT. Given a propositional formula 9 in conjunctive normal 
form 
(1) Let S = an ordered set consisting of the unit clauses in 9, i.e., those 
coklsisting of a single literal. Let 7‘ = the set of non-unit clauses in 9 (we may 
assume that S and T have some implicit ordering such as the order they appear 
S#0 
u = the first literal in S ; 
t clause u in S lJ 
(3) Answer “9 does not yield IJ by unit resdution”. 
!lO ND. Jones, W. T. Lahser 
Note that SC :he else part of step 2 of the algorithm, we may delete v since w is 
more restrictive than v (by the “subsumption principle” Cl]). 
Now the loop above is executed at most k* times, where k is the number of 
clauses in 9’5 Therefore, the algorithm works in polynomial time. 
If 9 F UNIT, then the above algorithm will yield Cl since the order of resolution 
is unimportant, and all possible unit resolutions are performed. Furthermore, since 
resolution is sound, if the algorithm yields Cl, then 59 is unsatisfiable. Therefore 
9 E UNIT if! the algorithm answers yes. Thus UNITE 9. •l 
NOW suppose 2 is a deterministic one-tape Turing machine which operates in at 
most time nk for inputs of length n. We define a propositional formula S(X) 
corresponding to input x, similar in structure and purpose to A (w) in [3]. 
Without loss of generality 2 has initial state p, accepting state q and rejecting 
state r such that 2 eventually reaches state q or r and remains in that state without 
terminating, scanning a bfank .B at its starting position; and Z never moves to the 
left of its starting pc&ion. 
Let J?, r and K denote the input, tape and state alphabets, respectively; we 
represent an instantaneous description (ID for short) by a string cy in P(K x r)l”“. 
Let x =/zlu7... a, where each ai E 2, and let w = 91 k (the maximum number of 
steps allowed Z). Then by definition 
where 9$, , . . ., 9, are defined below. For each a E lP U (K X r), i and t (0 s i s 
d + 1,OS t S nk ) the propositional variable Pf’, expresses the statement “u is the . 
ith symbol of at”, where cyOt-cyI I-.. . k aw is the computation by 2 when given 
input X. 
In the following formulas a, 6 and c range over all of r U (IS x r), and i and t 
range from I to w. & and 4, are defined by: 
The first part of 9,) escribes the initial configuration, and the second part 
specifies that positions 0 and w + 1 of all IDS are blank. 4,” in effect states that Z 
rejects input X. 
,!” U (K x I-‘) be the finite function such that if positions 
i-l,iandi+lof~, i < w ) contain ~1, b and c 
‘;oes to state p2, an3 
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f(a, (pi, b), c j = 4 
f(a c, @I, b)) = c. 
If 2 in state pl reading a “b” prints a “d”, goes to state p2 and moves to the left, 
then for all a, c E r, 
f(a, (pt, b), c) = 4 
I 
f((pl,b)4,c)= a, 
f(a, c, (ph b)) = (Pz, 0 
Finally, for all a, 6, c E I-‘, 
f(a,b,c)= b. 
The determinism of 2 ensures that f is single-valued. 9, expresses the requirement 
that the ith symbol of the ID &Y r+l is appropriately determined by the (i - l)st, ith 
and (i + I)st symbols of cy,, according to function f Thus 
which is clearly equivalent to 
Note that S(x) is in conjunctive normal form. 
Lemma 7. Let cu,I-cu21-... k tx,,, be the computation* by Z on x E C *. For each 
a E r U (K X r), posit!o:: i and time t, { 1 s i G w, 1 s t s w ), the unit clause PT: is 
deducible from ~4, A . . . A 9,-, by unit resolution iff a is the i& symbol of ctl,. 
Proof. The proof is by induction on t. The claim is trivially true for t = I. Assume 
the cLim is true for t = K. 
Given an i (0 < i c w + I), if a. b, c in f U x r) are the symbols at 
position i - 1, i, i + 1, respectively in CY,,,, then the it clauses Pkn, Ptm, and 
K+ 1.m are all deducible from .a, A. , . A&,,-, by the induction hypothesis. But 
a 
I - I,/?~ \ - Ppm V - PF+i,m ff~!?f’ is a clause in &,,. Therefore, P:$$l;j may be 
deduced by the following 
Furthermore. it is easy to see that no positive single liter&l clause may be deduced 
from 54, A.. . A elk”, unless it is educed in a manner similar to that above 
b, 2) is exactly t ts of position i in Q~+~. 
$0 A . . . A &,, by unit resolution iff ca is the syimho! in the ith 
position of CY,~+~. 0 
112 N.D. Jonas, W.T. LWSW 
- Pt._n v - Pf+*.m v P$%’ 
Tiwtmm 8. UNIT is complete for 9. 
‘Proofi”, By Lemma 6, -UNIT is in 9, so it suffices to show that L s UNIT for an 
arbitrary L in g. Since L is in 9: there is a one-tape Turing machine 2 and a 
positive integer k such that 2 accepts L in time nk. 
Now let x E 2* be arbitrary, ‘Iet it = ix I, and Iet a1 I-. . . t- w be the 
computation by 2 on x as input. Then x E L ifi (9, B) is the first position of CY,,~, so
x E L off Pyny’ is deducible. But - P(@) I,nk is a clause iii .%“k. Thus the cl is deducible 
from 2F(x) by unit resohltion. Therefore, x E L implies 9(x) E UNIT. 
Conversely, if 0 can be deduced, then so can P:(l;tBk). But then by the claim, 2 on 
input x at time nk must be in state q. Thus x E L. Therefore 9(x) E UNIT implies 
x E L. 
It is straightforward to show that 9(x) is calculable from x in log( 0) space, so 
L s UNIT. Thus UNIT is complete for 9. a 
When applied to nondeterministic Turing machines, this construction 
ds to a 9(x) containing clauses of the form F A G A 
*P(x) will be satis 
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A language L is in JV?P iff there is a log-space computable function 9’ such :hat 
any x iz; in L iff q may not be deduced from P(x) by resolution. 
By use of Lemma 5, Theorem 8 may be recast into very similar form: 
A languidge L is in 9 iff there is a log-space computable function 9 such that any 
x is in L iff R may not be deduced from S(x) by unit resolution. 
From another point of view, nondeterministic computatiors correspond to 
formulas of the kind F A G A H-, I v .I, and deterministic computations correspond 
to formulas of the kind F A G A H+ I (which are also known as Horn formulas). 
Further, it is known that unit resolution is a complete dcductioti ru!e for Horn 
formulas [6]. 
We now discuss the GEN problem. 
Note: in the following it is assumed that l is given explicitly by a multiplication 
table. 
Corollary 9. GEN is complete for 9. 
Proof. GEN is easily seen to be in 9, by a simple marking algorithm. 
Now *et L E 9 be arbitrary, and let S( l ) be as in the proof of the preceding 
theorem. For an arbitrary x E S*, define 
x={#}u(e9~s is a subclause in P(x)}, 
T = {4 19 is a clause in P(x)}, 
9, l $2 = 
1 
2% if % is the unit resolvent of &$I and & or 
# otherwise, 
w = q , the empty clause. 
Clearly, w = 0 is generated by T iff 9(x) E UNIT. The fact that no clause in 
S(x) has more than 4 literals ensures that X has at most one plus 16 times as many 
element as 9 has clauses. Thus X, 9, T and w can be obtained in log space. Cl 
t in this case l is cornputative but not associative. In fact, the GEN 
r associative l may be seen to be complete for the sets recognizable in 
nondeterministic log( . ) space. 
The foilowing result is known from Theorems 1 and 2 of Cook 141, although it is 
not expr$:ssed in terms of completeness. The proof method is rather different. 
is complete for 9. 
is defined as follows: 
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Yx,y,zEX (x,y,z)ER 8 x =y-2. 
It is now a trivial matter to see that S E PATH iff w is generated by T. 
Furthermore, this reduction can easily be done in log( l ) space. 0 
The following result for CFMEMBER may be surprising in view of Lemma 3 and 
the fact that any single context-free language may be parsed in Iog2( 9) space 1121. 
The apparent implication that any langb ge in $P can be recognized in log2( 9) space 
is invalid, though, because the parsing procedure requires a Chomsky normal form 
grammar. The difficulty is that conversion to Chomsky form seems to require linear 
space in order to eliminate E -productions. From another point of view, the problem 
is that the CFMEMBER problem requires both a grammar and a terminal string as 
input, while the passing algorithm of [12] assumes a fixed grammar. 
Corollary 11. CFfl and CFMEMBER are complete for 9? 
Proof, CFfj is in 5 by standard methods; and CFMEMBER is in g by Younger’s 
parsing algorithm [73. Again, to show completeness it suffices to show GEN s CFP) 
and GEN s CFMEMBER, which we show simultaneously. 
Let X, l , T and w be given. Construct the context-free grammar G = 
(X, {a}, P, w), where 
P={x-,yzIy*z =x}U{x~&~xET}. 
It is easy to see that L(G) = {E} iff w is generated by T. Consequently L(G)# 8 
and @ E L(G) iff w is so generated. The reduction can certainly be done in Bog( l ) 
space. cl 
Cswoflary 12. CFm is complete for 9? 
Proof. The natural approach is to first remove useless nonterminals and &- 
productions, and apply a straightforward algorithm to the resulting grammar. This 
method fails, however*, due to the fact that removal of ~-productions may increase 
the grammar’s ize e::ponentially. 
We first show C?‘m E ? by use of the following fact. Given a context-free 
grammar G = (IV, T, P, S), G E CFm idle there exist A e N; x, y E (N V ‘I‘)*; and 
f, u, u E T* such that uzl# E pnd 
(a) S 3*x&, 
(b) A +* UAV, and 
[e) A +* k. 
These conditions may be tested by first removing inaccess!ble or useless ymbols 
and productions, thus gu anteeing that conditions 
remaining nonterminals Now define for each n 
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Clearly (b) is satisfied iff A E MA. Further, the sets UA tind IwA may be built up in 
parallel, by scanning them and G repeatedly. This requires only a polynomial 
amount of time, so CFm is in 9. 
By Lemma 5, since CF0 is !P complete, so is Z* - CFO. Therefore, to show thai 
CFm is 9 complete, it suffices to show that (Z* - CFO) c CFm. (Note: with no loss 
of generality we may assume that every string in C* specifies some con,‘ext-free 
grammar.) Given a context-free grammar G = (N, T, P, S), define a context-free 
grammar C’ = (N U {X}, T U {a), P’, S), where XE N CI T and P’ con&is of all 
productions in P with terminals replaced by the nonterminal X, all productions of 
the form A + E replaced by A -X, and the following two productions added: 
X-ax, x-, a. 
This reduction may easily be done in log space, and clearly G E .C * - cF0 iff 
G’ E CFw. Therefore, 2 * - CF0 < CFm. Thus CFm is complete for 9. Cl 
Finalltf, we show that determination of whether the first player has a winning 
strategy in an explicitly given Z&player game is complete for 9. 
Theorem 13. GAME is complete for 9. 
Proof. First, 5AME E 9, since given 9 = (PI, Pz, Wo, s, M), we may decide if 
3 E GAME by the marking algorithm naturally implied by the definition, as 
follows: 
(a) WO I-, W, 
(b) for i=1,2,... until Wi= Wi+l do 
“?Vi+I = WU{~EP,~~J’(&Y)EMAYE Wi) 
Ub E pZb’y[(x, y)E M+y E WI). 
We now show GEN < GAME. Let X, 0, T and w be given. Construct the game 
9, = (X, X X X, 7’, w, M), where the allowable moves are given by 
34 = {(P49J))l9 ‘f- = PI U{((P,9),P)lP~9 E Xl U MP*9),9)lP79 E XL 
We shall shtow that 9 E GAME iff w is generated from T. The intuitive idea is 
that p1ayc.r 1 attempts to prove that a node p (initially w) is generzrsd by T, by 
exhibiting two elements 9, r such that p = 9 l r, which he claims to bz also generated 
by T [formally he moves from position p to position (9, t) where p = 9 t I*]. On the 
ayer 2 attempts to show player 1 to be incorrect by exhibiting an 
element of the pai which is not generated by T (i.e. @alder 2 can move from 
p or position 9). Pi.ayer 1 wins whenever player 2 
picks an element which is already in T (and therefore generated by S). 
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Now let W ibc as in the definition, and let V be the smallest set which contains T 
and is closed sunder l 
. .A posi:&i’on in X is winning ifl it 
l-00 arim. (1) Every position in 
W n X is clost;..j under . as follows. Let 
,> Wo=T, and 
; now the only moves from (p, q) 
are to w and to 4 [namely ((p, q), p) and ((p, q), q)]. Since p and q are both wihrihing, 
xhe position t@ q) is also winning. Now (p l q, (p, q)) iis an allowable move, so p 0 q is 
winning by (b:) in the definition of ‘W. 
(2) We actually show that any winning position is in V U V X V, by induction on 
i in the sequence Wo, W,, . . . above. This is certainly true for i = 0, since 
W. = T c: V; so suppose it true for i HI, and consider an arbitrary position in 
wii,, - Wi. Either this is a node p in X, or a pair (pQ q) in X X X. n the first case a 
move (p, (q, r)) must be in iM for some (q, r) E Wi such that p = q l r. By induction 
(q, r) E V x V, so q E V and I E V; consequently p E V. In the other case 
whenever ((p, lq), t) is a move, r must be m Wi. By definition of 1M this means both p 
and q are in Wi, and so in V by induction; thus position (p, q) is again in 
V t’ V x V. c1 
herefore, 3 E Game iff tc, is winning iff w E V ifi w is generated from T. 
Futhermore, 9 can ea,sily be constructed from X, l , T and w in log( l ) Epace. Thus 
GEN s GAME, SO GAME is complete for 9. 0 
The result above assumes that the game is Given in explicit form. A rather 
differen; result might follow in case the winning positions and allowah?e moves 
were given by means of a computational procedure rather than explicitly. Note 
added after pr0o.a’” of the theorem : Even and Tarjan [5] have recently shown that a 
ike game on graphs is complete for polynomial space, thus verifying the 
previous remark. 
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